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Nexus offer three ranges of superior marine 
instrumentation. High tech ocean racers, overnight 
cruiser/racer, day cruisers and smaller sailboats.  

Nexus has a style for every application and budget. 

NX Range  instruments for sail and power

You may not be out on the race course every 
weekend, but you still deserve the very best in 
marine instrumentation. 

For too long the racing boats have had the monopoly on 
stylish designs, top quality displays and the latest in computer 
and networking technology, but no more! The Nexus NX 
instrumentation system offers cruising yachtsmen an entry-level 
system that combines precision, elegant styling and top quality 
displays with a flexibility that allows your system to grow with 
you as your needs and ambitions develop over time.

While the NX system has a race boat pedigree the system is 
designed to be quick to set up and simple to operate. Cabling 
has been kept to an absolute minimum and done away with 
altogether as far as the wireless wind transducer is concerned  
to keep installation as easy as possible. 

Users of the NX instrumentation suite can have the stylish  
and rugged Sea Data - a single instrument that does it all.  
Simply toggle through the options to select priorities. 

The large, easy-to-read display shows two sets of data at any 
one time using a large, primary read-out together with a second, 
smaller format. These can be quickly changed as required, 
and additional units can be added by owners who wish to view 
multiple data sets together or in separate locations such as on 
deck and at the chart table.

The Sea Data can be connected directly to speed and  
depth transducers, while additional functionality is provided by 
connection to the WSI connection box. A compact server that 
acts as the data hub for log, depth, temp and wind transducers 
and sends the information in real time to the Sea Data by a 
single cable. 

With the addition of a wind transducer the highly versatile Sea 
Data will also display apparent wind angle and speed, and true 
wind angle and speed. 

The NX Wind Instrument brings a new layer of functionality 
to the NX instrumentation system, allowing both the digital and 
analogue display of wind data on a single unit. In large, clear 
digits the Wind Instrument displays apparent wind speed and 
angle, and true wind speed and angle as calculated by the WSI, 
while at the same time showing the same information in analogue 
format for instant appraisal by helmsman and navigator. 

Stylishly designed and built to withstand the toughest marine 
environments, the Wind Instrument enables the Nexus 
NX to demonstrate its full potential as a versatile capable 
instrumentation system.

NX Sea Data Instrument

NX Wind Instrument
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The information available is: 

Speed•	
Distance run•	
Depth•	
Water temperature•	
Start timer •	

Deep/shallow alarms•	
True wind speed•	
Apparent wind speed•	
True wind angle•	
Apparent wind angle•	
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Sea Data Sets offer simple Speed and Depth 
solutions, and can be supplied with independent 
Transducers or a single “all-in-one” Triducer. Budget 
conscious solutions for small boats.

Nexus Starter Packs provide further options on ways to begin a more involved instrument system. Choose the data you wish to 
monitor and then choose how many displays you wish to view it all on. A single Digital Data Instrument could flash between Depth / 
Speed and Wind data to offer as much info as you might need. (see Start Pack 1or 2) or choose a separate Display for Wind and a 
Combined Speed/Depth Display (as in Start Packs 3 or 4). 

The basic Wind measurement NX package. The Wireless 
wind transducer sends data via unique radio link to the 
WSI  (wireless server interface) connection box, which 
processes the Wind info and sends it via a “network” 
cable to the NX Wind Display.

The unique ”Twin Fin” 
sensitive and responsive wind transducer provides accurate 
wind speed and wind angle data to the Nexus Network. 
The three bladed propeller gives superior performance in  
light winds and the Twin Fin “Toed-In” makes the transducer 
extremely stable for wind direction. Easy, snap-in attachment  
for mast mounting included.

Wireless Wind transducer 
including WSI-box. The twin-fin 
wireless wind transducer brings  
all the advantages of wireless 
instrumentation to the cruising  
sailor. Gone are the complications  
and aesthetic issues of running  
wiring from the top of the mast  
down to the chart table. 

The long life internal batteries are  
continuously charged by the small  
solar panel mounted on the arm,  
and are easily replaced.

Available in Complete NX Series Instrument Packs
NX Series Sea Data Sets, Starter Packs , and packaged wireless Wind Sets. The Simplest 
Starting point.

Simple installation, No Wires down the mast !
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Sea Data – Set 2 Example

NX Starter Pack 4 -  Example

NX Wind Package - Example



The word NEXUS is Latin for “connection” - 
summing up exactly what the NEXUS network is 
all about. 

A Network that has been especially designed to connect three 
groups of core components in the most effective way possible 
Transducer, Server and Display. The NX2 system manages and 
displays the wide range of available on-board data in real time 
and via clear easy to read displays.

Instrument Displays
There are 16 standard instruments in the range…Easy to  
install, easy to operate and giving full control from  
anywhere on the boat.

Frame design with softer more appealing lines. •	
15% larger surface and larger characters,  •	
resulting in 50% improved readability in daylight. 
Greater readability in darkness, minimal effect  •	
on Night-vision. 
Waterproof and network connectable.•	

NX2 Standard Displays include: 
Digital: Multi Control, Speed, Compass, GPS-Navigator, AutoPilot

Analog: Steer-Pilot, Speed, Speed Trim, Wind, GPS-Speed, GPS-Course, 

Compass, Depth, Rudder

Big is Beautiful  
the NX2 Multi XL Mast Display

The Multi XL is a fully programmable, large digit  
display which can be installed anywhere and be 
configured to display any function on the NX2  
network. Choose from any of 35 pre-configured  
settings or make your own personalized page.  
Control is via the NX2-Multi-Control or Remote.  
Large 2.5” characters on a three levels of back-light  
allow adjustment to suit prevailing conditions.

Steer Pilot
The unique NX2Steer Pilot – smooth scrolling 
(electromagnetic) reference needle to aid in 
steering and trim. Precise analog action of key 
variables updated 5 times per second by the 
NX2server. The needle instantly indicates even 
the slightest deviation from the intended course 
or preferred wind angle.

Select your reference from several options: 

Compass steering (2 course memories)•	
Apparent wind angle to follow wind shifts•	
Waypoint steering (BTW)•	
Course to steer (CTS - Same as BTW but •	
includes compensation for Drift)

Server 
The server is the brain of the network and forms the core of the 
system; receiving information from the transducers and other 
inputs, analysing it, and sending the results to the instruments. 
It also acts as an intelligent connection box for the transducers 
and instruments, enabling the connection of other 
compatible units, regardless of 
make, via the NMEA port.

Built-in port for PC 
connection, using a standard 
PC cable. Powerful interface, 
makes it easier to integrate 
NX2 with the latest models of PCs.

Nexus NX2 System for Maximum Precision

NXR Multicontrol Instrument

NX Software included in each Server



NXR XLR Instrument
Features 63.5mm (2.5 inch) digit with red or green user selected 
backlighting won’t compromise night vision. Stylish and rugged 
fully water-proof housings will withstand extended open ocean 
conditions. Weighing just 300g each, the XLRs are completely 
PC programmable for independent data display. Mast mounted 
with unique carbon brackets.

Autopilot Drive Units
The drive units are specifically designed for Nexus Autopilot 
use to give high mechanical and hydraulic performance with a 
long life cycle. Offering low internal leakage to give faster and 
more accurate steering with low power consumption, they 
provide extreme rudder precision via variable motor speeds and 
soft start/stop. Silent operation makes them very popular with 
sailboat owners.

NX2 offers two types of hydraulic drives. The integrated Linear 
drive (up to 500kgs thrust) for vessels with mechanical steering,  
or a hydraulic Pumpset (suits Rams 100cc to 400cc) for regular 
hydraulic steered boats.

Autopilot systems require 5 components - NX2 Display unit, Autopilot 
Server, Rudder Angle Transducer. Compass Heading Sensor (see next 
page 5 ), Autopilot Drive Unit. 
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NXR Multicontrol Instrument

NXR Racing Instrumentation  

The NXR racing instrumentation system provides the 
ultimate in integrated networking for all-out racing 
boats. Now installed on some of the worlds finest ocean 
racers, and AMERICAS CUP Syndicates.

NXR Multi-Control Instrument
Perfect for mounting either on the deck or down below, the  
NXR multi-control instrument is the primary display. Built to 
withstand the toughest conditions, the NXR multi control allows 
the user to access a comprehensive range of information at the 
press of a button via a built-in remote control complete with four 
dedicated preset buttons that allows the selection of up to 10 
favourite settings. The result is that the helmsman or navigator 
can pre-programme a series of preferred data combinations 
suited to different points of sailing or particular locations, 
thereby saving valuable time in adjusting instruments at critical 
moments.

NEXUS Autopilot System 
Hands free reliability, ease of use, instant Self steering control.

Autopilot Controller  
Intuitive Push button control  
of all Autopilot functions. Pilot  
Control in four steering modes  
COMPASS, NAVIGATION  
(from GPS), WIND (from Nexus  
Wind instrument), POWER  
STEER direct powered control  
to the rudder. 

Autopilot “Servo”- Computer
The Course Computer – the  
brains behind the Autopilot and  
the interconnection terminal for  
all components. 

Automated functions include: Compass  
compensation, set-up and parameter adjustment -  
unique “soft”- start/stop reduces mechanical wear and power consumption 
leading to smoother handling, transmits/receives data via the fast NEXUS 
Network - reactions without delay, sea-state dampening function, NMEA 
interface, auto-tracking to a route/waypoint or wind angle, Alarms for off-
course/off track/watch alarm.

NXR XLR Instrument

Integrated Linear Drive  Hydraulic Pumpset 
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NEXUS Advantages.
Nexus has left nothing to chance. The best 
displays that money can buy need the  
best inputs. Nexus has always paid special 
attention to the design and production of its 
transducer range in recognition of the vital role 
that they play in any instrumentation network.

MAST & WIND Transducer & 
WIRELESS Wind Transducer

Wind transducer Twin Fin Race in carbon 
fibre Our unique wind transducer; the Twin 
Fin features a three bladed propeller and 
double wind vanes that are “toed” inwards to 
give extremely good stability in both low and 
high wind speeds. The three bladed propeller, 
unlike the more common cups design, is 100% 
efficient and always remains square  
to the breeze regardless of heel angle. 

This, together with the optic reading technique, 
makes the transducer superior at low wind 
speeds and also provides for excellent linearity. 
With lightweight carbon fibre wand, and 
available in Angled (from mast top) or Stand-up 
mast style (700mm high- in clean air). 

MRC (Mast Rotation Compensation)
Enables compensation for wind angle on 
rotating masts.

GPS Transducer
NEXUS direct output NMEA-16 channel  
GPS active receiver. Plugs into Server.  
Fast response, accurate, reliable.
 

ALSO AVAILABLE– Unique WIRELESS Version
(Wireless wind also includes a barometric sensor built in.)

avoids mast wiring issues and simplifies installation.  
Transmits at 2.4GHz (avoids Mobile Phone /Tower interference) 
Transmitting range to 300Metres. Using NEXUS WSI -  
Box (Wireless Server Interface) Wireless is standard in  
the NX Starter series.

Compass Transducers
The HPC Compass uses precision engineering 
techniques to give an accuracy of 1° to a 
maximum heel of 60°. Featuring a 6-axis 
configuration to incorporate heel and pitch, the 
HPC gives  exceptional results, and is used in 
computing such data as true and apparent wind 
angle, true wind direction, heading, heel, and 
autopilot input. The HPC Compass integrates 
simply on the NEXUS network 

(NMEA output version also available).

Conventional Fluxgate style heading sensor 
with allowance to 30° heel, suitable  
for powerboat heading and for Autopilot input.

Speed Transducers
Ultrasonic Speed: Reliable linear calibration,  
no fouling problems, bronze 52mm fitting.

43mm Nexus Removable Paddlewheel, low 
start up speed, calibrate to 20 kts with NX2 
Performance software.  

For ultimate precision choose twin installation port and 
starboard 43mm fittings with tack to tack selection 
switched by wind angle. 

52mm Airmar type, Convenient for  
retrofits. Built-in Flapper valve skin fitting for  
easy removal.

52mm Airmar Triducer - Speed / Depth /  
Temp - in a single Thru hull fitting.

For NXR and NX2 Series
PC interconnection with NEXUS unique FDX (Fast Data Exchanger) and the 
Nexus Server - Allows PC Input/output, Data logging, Automatic calibration, 
Polar Inputs, Mast, Upwash, Sheer Current and Leeway compensations, for True 
Wind directions. Individual Port/Starboard tack boat speed calibrations, Waypoint 
management. Ideal for monitoring/histograms, and large analog display on PCs.   

All NEXUS Servers are ready for FDX.

FDX Kit included in Server packs or software only available 
for download from the web.



NX1000  
Handheld VHF
Extremely economical Portable 
Handheld VHF - switch between 
1W or 2W transmission power from 
standard AA Batteries (up to 16hrs) - 
Waterproof - perfect as a backup or 
for use in the tender.

NX1500 
Handheld VHF 
1W or 5W from re-chargeable lithium 
batteries - Heavy duty waterproof 
Alloy case, rubber protective sleeve,
outperforms the competition on a 
number of fronts. 

Note: GARMIN Products are only available to through Oceantalk Singapore. 
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NX2000
Tough , Versatile Fixed Mount VHF - with DSC and first class 
reception. 25w or 1w transmission, fist-mike button control, 
large full function display, rugged, fully waterproof, single button 
distress (when connected to GPS), ideal for all applications.

36 mile – dual rotation 24/36 RPM, 4Kw waterproof high 
performance x-band marine digital or analogue radar scanner. 
18” (457mm) diameter, lightweight for rooftop or bar mounting.

High definition Sunlight viewable display for outstanding target 
separation, guard zones MARPA target tracking* (MARPA 
requires optional heading sensor). Complete AIS compatibility 
(suits COMAR AIS) uses G2 GARMIN charts. 

Black Box Sounder available with a selection of AIRMAR 
transducers to create a 3-in-1 unit.

GARMIN Model 2008 – With Black Box Sounder 
As per model 2108 above without Radar capability.

The NEXUS VHF Radios – designed for serious VHF users, with functionality 
and style. Rugged housings, waterproof and ideal for every VHF application. 

GARMIN Colour Chartplotter/Fishfinder/Radar Combos.
GARMIN GPS MAP 2108 – 8” colour Display with GA29 GPS and 18” Radome

Language support:  
English, Mandarin, Thai,  
Bahasa, Burmese.

Oceantalk Singapore is an authorised GARMIN technical support dealer and can specify, supply and install the full range of GARMIN marine products.
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Model 85 / 85EModel 85 with or without illumination

Silva Compasses
Using the technology developed over the last 

75 years, the SILVA Marine compass range offers 
uncompromised quality supported by a 10 year 
world wide warranty and a complete range with 

a model suitable for any boat.

Bulkhead mounted compasses
Designed for sailboats and sailors demanding absolute  
accuracy and a steady card in all conditions. Bulkhead-mount 
front reading - with 3 yellow gimbaled lubber lines. The gimbaled 
lubber lines stay vertical even if the boat is heeling (max 45°). 
The two extra lubber lines at 45° offset permit reading from  
the rail.

Sail Racing Compasses
The Elite racing models - developed by 
the world’s top racers and Olympic 
sailors. The tactical scales and quick 
readability give a critical advantage. 
The cone-shaped card with gimbaled 
lubber lines has a main steering scale on 
the horizontal part of the compass card 
and a tactical scale on the vertical edge 
of the card.

Powerboat Compasses
Specially designed for powerboats to 
give exceptional stability in all conditions. 
The cone-shaped NO SPIN card is 
unaffected by boat speed or engine 
vibration. Vertical and Horizontal scaled 
   card. Ideal when steering is done  
            sitting or standing.

Steel Boat Compass
Designed for those who demand an accurate, stable card in 
all conditions, whatever the angle of heel. An extended centre 
needle eliminates parallax errors -  Steel Boat models are further 
equipped with compensators and D-correctors for the world’s 
most accurate performance.

125 Flush Mount
Silva 125FT – Flushmounted  
125mm apparent scale size and  
a gimballed cradle.

Bracket Mounted LIFEBOAT Compass
100NBC with a solid bracket permits various  
mounting alternatives, even on the  
headlining. Adjustable illumination  
in the protection cover.  
The NBC model has  
a built-in compensator,   
available as a  
WHEELMARK Version  
- this is the best in the 
compulsory fit class !

Silva 103RE 
Designed for racing dinghies 
like Lasers or similar, - A tactical 
compass with double scale, divided 
into a Green starboard  
and Red port scale allows reading 
the actual course from out on the 
rail. Tack on negatives for starboard 
and positives for port, Also features 
a conventional readout on the top 
scale for downwind racing.

Oceantalk stocks compasses that are suitable for use in the Southern Hemisphere and 
Equitorial magnetic zones. Northern Hemisphere compasses can be supplied with a 
short lead time if required.

70P – Bulkhead mounted 125T-S or 150T-S Steel Boat

102 B/H – standard with 

Black or White trim.

125T or 150T
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ADC – Atmospheric  
Data Centre…
The NEXUS ADC Wind is the perfect 
instrument for outdoor people. Displays 
Current Wind info, Maximum and Average 
Wind Speed, as well as temperature, 
Wind Chill, Racing Timers and Stop-
watch functions and Compass.. 
(where an impeller blade acts as 
a “needle” when held flat.) More 
advanced models of ADC include 
the SUMMIT – to monitor 
Altitude and Barometric 
Pressure. Also can 
download to PC via 
unique IR adaptor. 

91B, 96 and 97 
91B the popular Nexus ruler. Single handed instant bearing  
and distance measurements in a flexible plastic ruler graduated 
up to 10 NM. The 96 and 97 the traditional protractors with 
bearing and contra bearing. 
Dimensions: 96: 242x171x171mm 
97: 328x232x232mm.

M4 Compact 
lightweight and high performing LED headlamp.
Perfect choice when weight, space and low power consumption 
are crucial. 4 different light modes (Red, Red Flash, White, 
White flash) Long battery life, tilting reflector - M4 - where high 
performance is required at sea.

Clinometer 131
The popular clinometer for all types  
of vessels and vehicles. With two 
scales, one ± 35° and a fine tuning 
scale ± 5°. The 131 model is used on 
sailing boats for checking the angle 
of heel and on powerboats for the 
power trim check.

Expedition 54
Top of the range traditional base plate map reading 
compasses. It has a unique precision sighting system  
which allows for bearings accurate to ± 0.5  
degrees to be taken includes map  
measuring scales, magnifier and silicon  
grip feet - to give a top-of-the-range  
compass for the advanced user.

Hand Bearing & Universal
The universal compass that can be used in its bracket as a 
steering compass or as a bearing compass when handheld. 
Installed in any inclination or position with a bracket that allows 
for fast and easy removals. Suitable for kayaks, dinghies, 
canoes, small boats and more. Additional brackets sold 
separately to allow movement of this compass from one boat to 
the next, mounting pad with built in compensator also available .  
Also 70UNE - with Illumination (user replaceable battery pack).

Model 58 Small Craft Compass
 
Optimal 58mm Compass for smaller 
powerboats, cars and other vehicles.  
The unique built-in compensator handles
even large errors (up to 40°). Equipped  
with illumination and a bracket that allows  
for mounting on any surface.
 

Also available as a Kayak 
mounted version, with quick 
fastening elastic hooked 
straps (Kayak version non 
compensated).

Hand-Sighting Series 80 Compasses
Designed for easy holding with a 
protective cover of friction rubber.  
Case of ABS plastic. Compass housing 
with glass optics gives a very distinct 
reading. Accuracy max 0.5° from true 
course. Graduation: 360° + 360° double 
graduation each degree marked. Lanyard 
included and it floats! (Internal illumination 
included in series 80 ‘orange model’)

70 UNE

70 UN



Max Power is the only company to offer a full 
range of both tunnel and retractable thrusters 

Tunnel Thrusters•	
Retractable thrusters•	
Bow thrusters and stern thrusters•	
Electric or hydraulic power•	

Patented composite drive legs•	

Zero maintenance•	

Case hardened spiro-conical gears•	

Line shields•	

Purpose built DC motors•	

Electronic control boxes for unrivaled safety features•	

Safe, high power connections•	

Purpose built high specification DC contactors•	

Bow thrusters and stern thrusters  

Max Power is the only company to offer a full 
range of both tunnel and retractable thrusters 
ensuring complete freedom of choice.

The combined use of a bow and stern thruster adds 
a greater level of control when maneuvering in difficult 
conditions or tight corners. Turning on the spot or even 
stepping the entire yacht sideways becomes possible. Max 
Power offers stern thruster adapters for the entire tunnel 
thruster range. A range of Ignition Protected thrusters is also 
available enabling the use of a stern thruster in habitually 
damp zones.

Max Power offers a complete range of 12/24V composite 
electric and hydraulic tunnel thrusters to suit motor yachts 
and deep footed sailing yachts from 17-85’. Designed for 
performance and durability, each model is easy to fit, highly 
cost effective and integrates a variety of unique features.

Corrosion free composite drive legs 
eliminate the need for anodes and 
offer high manufacturing tolerances.

Drive legs are pre-filled with oil 
and then sealed for life for zero 
maintenance.

Case hardened spiro-conical gears 
guarantee a silent, smooth operation 
and a long lifespan.

Line shields protect oil seals from 
fishing lines and fouling.
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Electric tunnel thrusters From 35kg to 255kgs thrust
Model Number CT35 12v CT45 12V CT60 12V CT60 24V CT80 12V CT80 24V CT100 12V CT125 24V CT165 24V CT225 24V CT325 24V

Part Number MPSPC212 MPSPC312 MPSPC412 MPSPC424 MPSPC512 MPSPC524 MPSPC812 MPSPC824 MPSPC924 MPSPC1124 MPSP3024

KW/HP 2.7 / 3.6 3.2 / 4.3 4.3 / 5.8 4.4 / 5.9 4.8 / 6.4 5.3 / 7.1 7.1 / 9.5 8.5 / 11.5 11.9 / 15.9 14.9 / 20 19.7 / 26.4

Thrust (KGs) 35 40 58 63 69 75 96 115 160 195 255

Tunnel Dia 125 125 185 185 185 185 185 185 250 250 315

Mono/Duo Mono Duo Mono Mono Duo Duo Duo Duo Duo Duo Duo

Weight KGs 9.6 9.65 14.7 14.8 15 15.1 24 24 36 37 58.5

Dimensions 

A 190 190 210 210 210 210 250 250 250 270 250

B 140 140 140 140 140 140 200 200 200 200 250

C 210 210 275 275 275 275 365 365 430 405 480

D 125 125 185 185 185 185 185 185 250 250 315

E 4 to 5 4 to 5 6 to 7 6 to 7 6 to 7 6 to 7 6 to 7 6 to 7 7 to 8 7 to 8 9 to 10

CT35 CT225CT100



Can be installed in habitually damp areas such as sail lockers.  

Ignition Protected Thrusters
Max Power’s new range of Ignition Protected tunnel thrusters is available for 
models CT35 to CT125.

Retracting Thrusters
Installed further forward in the hull than is possible with a tunnel thruster.  
Max Power Retracting units offer a far better turning moment on the yacht  
thus producing greater maneuverability. Available in both DC Electric  
and hydraulic versions.

Hydraulic Tunnel Thrusters
Max Power’s range of hydraulic tunnel thrusters are suitable for medium to heavy 
displacement, high windage vessels from 40-85’.  

Long run times.•	

Water resistant.•	

Patented composite drive legs.•	

Zero maintenance.•	

Electronic control boxes.•	

Hydraulic Retracting Thrusters
Max Power Hydraulic Retracting thrusters for larger yachts to 165’ - 
vertical VIP150 /250 or Retract Models R200 to R600. 

Max Power offers two different types of electric retractable thrusters: the low 
profile Compact RetractTM and the vertically retracting VIP150 Electric, catering 
for yachts from 30-60’ (Max Power patented designs).

Designed to suit the latest generation of high 
performance yachts, the Compact Retract is 
fitted, as optional original equipment, to a  
wide range of new sailboats from 35’ to 50’.

Certified ISO8846, this range allows the safe use of 
an electric tunnel thruster in petrol engine vessels 
where there may be potentially flammable gasses. 
IP thrusters can also be installed in habitually wet or 
damp areas such as sail lockers or in the transom 
of deep“V” shaped motor yachts.

Designed for durability and performance, hydraulic 
tunnel thrusters are ideal when long run times 
are required. Manufactured using corrosion free 
components, these models are robust, water 
resistant and integrate a variety of unique features.

Vertical Retracting units 12v  
or 24v to suit  yachts to 65’.

Custom mounting boxes facilitate 
installation on any shaped hull.
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Control Panels
The control system software monitors for incoherent signals, stray voltage, and abnormally  
long thrust signals in order to help protect against malfunctions caused by water ingress and  
short circuits.

GRP Tunnels
Manufactured from fully isophtalic resin and pre gel-coated, Max 
Power’s high quality tunnels have the added advantage of a first 
coat of matt before being filament wound. Cutting and drilling can 
therefore be carried out without the risk of damaging the gel coat 
on the inside surface of the tunnel.

Stern Adaptors
Also manufactured from fully isophtalic resin, Max Power’s range of 
stern adaptors are SMC moulded (sheet moulding compound) in a 
male / female steel mould. This ensures perfect resin fibre ratio and 
exceptional reproduction of form.

Cutting and drilling can therefore be carried out without the risk of 
damaging the gel coat on the inside surface of the tunnel.

Visual and audio alarms provide a 10 second warning before the 
overheat shutdown function is activated. If left idle for thirty minutes, 
the system switches itself off automatically.

Designed with technical details such as independent control power 
supply (protects relays against damage due to low voltage), and 
standard remote electric battery isolator control, Max Power’s 
system is clearly ahead of the competition. These effective 
mechanisms ensure that your Max Power thruster is both safe  
and reliable.

Childproof activation.•	

Automatic shutdown after 30 minutes of inactivity.•	

Visible and audible motor overheat warning.•	

Motor overheat shutdown after prior warning.•	

Standard automatic battery isolator control.•	

Time delay switch between port and starboard thrust.•	

Software protection against short circuits.•	

Max Power strongly recommends the installation of an  
automatic battery isolator device when installing thruster systems.
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Boat Controller
Max Power’s new Boat Control Panel simplifies 
the combined use of a bow and stern thruster. 

Stepping the boat sideways and turning 360 
on the spot become smooth and simple, and 
each thruster can still be used independently. 

The boat control panel integrates all of the 
unique safety and technical features of the 
Max Power control panel and joystick range.

Remote Control
All new Max Powers radio remote controller is 
designed to work with the entire range of 
Max Power tunnel and retractable thrusters. 
The remote control can also be used to control 
other on-board equipment such as windlasses, 
passerelles, cranes or davits.

Supports up to 8 independently controlled  •	
 channels (4 functions standard - 4 extra  
 functions with additional control box)

Digital recognition avoids accidental activation  •	
 of other systems

Zero power consumption when in Standby mode•	
Easy to install and set up – Simple to use •	

Max Power’s Stern 
Adaptor Cowls are easily 
fitted to our stern adaptors 
and allow the use of stern 
thrusters in relatively 
shallow drafts 



SuperDigi Specs Sprint Premium

Antenna Cable Length 10m 15m
Active Antenna - Asymmetrical
RCA Inputs - 2
RCA Outputs 1 3
Fully DVBT Compliant Yes Yes
Remote IR Yes Yes
VHF/UHF Compatable Yes Yes
24 Month Warranty Yes Yes

Oceantalk Superdigi 
Premium and 
Superdigi Sprint - 
Mobile TV Tuners 
are the only dual 
antenna, twin digital 
tuner specifically 
designed for the 
marine environment.

The new active antennas in the Premium model have a pre-amplifier 
which processes the signal before sending it through to the 
television to give an even clearer brighter picture whether you are 
cruising at 50 Knots or swinging on a mooring. The Premium set 
top box has two video inputs for DVD Player or monitoring camera 
and three video outputs. Control is made through the slim line 
infrared Remote control.

Oceantalk – CC Camera 
Model SRC351 - 12v - 540TVL - horizontal resolution, auto gain 
control, backlight compensation with IR range to approx 18metres  
752x582 image, Male BNC connector (5m and 10m extensions 
available). Unique construction with rigid plastic fastenings - no rust 
marks dribbling down the white fiberglass bulkheads.

Perfect free to air digital TV reception with DVD quality pictures  •	

 on your boat while moored or cruising. Tested to 50 knots. 

Auto and Manual channel search, simple access.•	

Onscreen display via Infra-Red (IR) for simple set-up.•	

Multiple screen formats - 4:3, 16:9 and widescreen.•	

Remote IR sensor capability optional multiple remotes.•	

Compatible with VHF and UHF bands.•	

3 RCA video outputs to run up to 3 screens •	

Two Models to Choose from…
Superdigi Premium & Superdigi Sprint.

Features include:

Super-Digi, the difference is clear...

Signal Stretcher...Enhances performance in fringe or low signal 
coverage areas. Particularly suited to Superdigi Sprint.

All the excitement of your favourite Satellite TV provider in the 
comfort of your own boat.

Fully Automated System.•	
Superior Dynamic Tracking.•	
Fast Search Algorithm.•	
DVB Signal Identification.•	
Easy Installation.•	

45cm and 60cm Versions Available.

Intellian Systems… Satellite TV  NOW Exceptional Value.

Football, News, Movies, Sports and more…on the mooring or on the move!13

Your choice of boating TV is 
now crystal clear...
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AIS Multi Receiver  
NMEA / USB and VHF Antenna Splitter
Combined AIS Dual Channel Receiver  
and VHF Antenna Splitter all in one…  
Installation is easy by utilizing the boats  
existing VHF Antenna to provide AIS reception.  

Output of AIS Target info on both NMEA and USB allow for use 
on a variety of platforms. Also includes NMEA input Multiplexer.  
 
AIS/VHF Antenna Splitters 
Designed to allow AIS receivers and/or Transponders to share 
the main VHF antenna used by the existing VHF Radio, Thus 
removing the need and expense of installing an additional VHF 
antenna. Built to a high standard to ensure performance of both 
the AIS and VHF Radio are not compromised.

ASR-100 Receive Splitter 
for receive only AIS units, installation is  
quick and simple with interconnecting cables  
supplied to link the AIS and VHF to the  
ASR-100. Offers simultaneous reception on both units.

AST-100 Transmit & Receive Splitter
Designed for use with Class B transponders 
(CSB-200) Install with supplied cables saves
on re-routing a new VHF cable. Indicator 
LEDs display status. Failsafe operation  
ensures priority to VHF voice and DSC in  
the event the splitter power supply fails.  
Added capability of  
an additional FM Radio
connection.

Also available: 
SLR 200G 
With built in GPS
SLR 200N 
With ethernet output.

Comar AIS
Comar Systems manufactures products for the marine Automatic Identification System (AIS) market. 
Comar was formed over 25 years ago and has a wealth of experience in all aspects of marine electronics 
and vessel tracking.

COMAR AIS units connect  to compatible on board PCs 
or Marine Chart Plotters, COMAR AIS information can be 
displayed on the screen giving the skipper a visual interpretation 
of the name, position, course and speed of vessels within VHF 
range. Information is updated every  3 seconds to 6 minutes 
depending on speed and rate of turn, enabling the track of all 
vessels in range to be plotted. 

SLR-200
The SLR200 is a Dual Channel synthesized   
AIS receiver designed specifically for the Leisure Marine and  
Fishing Boat market. It enables coastal stations or boats 
sailing  in busy shipping lanes to receive AIS information being 
transmitted from Class “A” and “B” transponders. SLR 200 
includes built in NMEA multiplexor.

AIS-2-USB
Connected to the USB port of a PC the AIS-
2-USB is powered via the port and transmits 
AIS data via USB to a compatible AIS display 
program (such as FUGAWI).

AIS-2-NMEA
AIS-2-NMEA is a cost effective AIS solution.  
Dual channel receiver and single NMEA output.  
Compact design and simple to install.

CSB-200 Transmit & Receive
The CSB 200 is a low cost AIS transponder 
that meets the Class “B” standard. As well as 
full AIS reception, the CSB 200 enables boats 
to automatically transmit their current position, 
course and speed to other vessels and shore 
stations within VHF range. 

 
Info received by any COMAR AIS can be as follows:

Vessel Name Call Sign Vessel Type Destination

Speed (SOG) Course COG) Heading Rate of Turn

Position Nav.Status Dimensions MMSI #
VHF Antenna - not included.
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Night NAV NV1010  
Low-lux - Provides High Quality image in  
a variety of light and environmental  
conditions. See detailed images through  
the amplification of available ambient  
light. Low cost - simple to use.

PC Software Navigation Package – Instant NAV on your LAP–TOP.
At last the solution to On-Board PC navigation is quick and easy - 
With FUGAWI.

All systems include Navionics Chart Card reader for clear and 
accurate viewing of all Navionics Gold and Platinum Charts.

Windows XP and Vista compatible.

Suitable for use with GPS44-USB plug in GPS (Auto-sensing 
through the USB port) and Comar - AIS-2-USB (Auto-sensing AIS 
module for instant AIS target detection).

Features include: 
Enhanced Chart Plotter Support, enjoy easy and accurate route planning  •	

 with Fugawi Marine ENC then upload your route to a Compact Flash   

 or Secure Digital card for transfer to a chart plotter on board your boat.

Supports WPT transfer to, Raymarine, Lowrance and Humminbird.•	

Enhanced AIS Presentation for easy control of AIS display. •	

Google Earth Maps Support for optional Fugawi Google Earth Plug-in. •	

GPS Auto Detection Fugawi will now auto detect a wide variety of GPS.  •	

 models when connected to the Serial or USB port. 

Optional PathAway Support for optional PathAway GPS Software for   •	

 Windows Mobile PDAs and Smartphones.

PC Software Navigation

Seeing is Believing.
NVTi maritime systems produce a range of imagers that utilize the full capabilities of  
thermal, low lux and color daylight imaging technology and are packaged in rugged,  
sealed housings designed specifically for the harsh marine environment. 

NVTi systems are extremely easy to install, they are compatible with all NTSC and PAL  
compatible displays, and are carefully designed and manufactured for ease of operation  
and reliable service year after year.

Applications Include…Collision and Object Avoidance, Search and Rescue, Medium to 
Long Range Threat Detection, Environmental Monitoring, Security / Law Enforcement,  
Aid to Navigation - Options can include… Proportion Joystick Control, Narrow or Wide  
FOV, AIS or RADAR Target Tracking, Internet control, Networking.

GPS44 GPS Antenna.
Two Active 12channel GPS antennas to choose  
from. GPS-44-USB plugs directly into the PCs USB port  
and Auto-Senses through the Fugawi Software. Simple, 
Accurate and incredibly good value.

Also available GPS44 in traditional NMEA output format.

15
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NMEA2000 Fuel Tank Level Sender
Provides a +/-2% accurate fuel level to 
the NMEA2000 marine network. It is 
robustly constructed of stainless steel 
with no moving parts to stick or fail in 
service. It is easily cut to length to suit 
tank depths from 250mm to 2 Metres 
and is self calibrating on power up.

The Sender constantly monitors the fuel 
for any water contamination and warns  
if any is found. 

Senders are also available for Water 
Tanks, and Black and Grey Water Tanks.

High Accuracy +/- 2%.•	
NO Moving Parts.•	
Self Calibrating.•	
Detects Water in Fuel.•	
Tank Depths 250mm - 2Mtr.•	
Up to 16 senders per network.•	
5 Bolt mounting pattern.•	
Stainless Construction.•	
NMEA2000 Certified.•	

Fuel Deck Filler Guage
The NMEA2000 Fuel Deck filler guage 
displays fuel level right at the deck filler.
This enables the user to see the exact 
tank level at the time and point of filling. 
Tanks can be filled to the top without the 
risk of spill.

The fuel level is displayed as a 
percentage on a blue LED. The display 
varies in brightness to compensate for 
ambient light levels. 

Featuring standard octagonal opening 
key, heavy duty O-Ring seal and 
produced in a rugged mirror polished 
stainless finish.

Independent Tank Guages
Independent Tank Guages for Fuel 
or Fresh Water. Red LED Flasher and 
Beeper when level falls below a pre-
set, which can then trigger a 10Amp 
changeover relay for pumps or external 
warnings.

NMEA-2000 System Components

NMEA2000 Tank Sender Adaptor
The NMEA2000 Tank Sender adaptor  
allows a standard resistive tank level  
sender to join a NMEA2000 network.

NMEA2000 Resistive Gauge Driver 
Converts NMEA2000 Tank sender info so 
as to be read on existing traditional resistive 
gauges. 

NMEA2000 MultiTank Display
Displays all the Fuel, Fresh Water, Black  •	

 and Grey, Oil, or Livebait Tanks. 
Tank level and volume in litres/gal.•	
Displays Tank Names.•	
Single or Multiple tanks displayed.•	
Low and high level alarms.•	
Single or multi station installations.•	
Easy to install with front, rear or trunion. •	
Rugged IP67 construction.•	
NMEA2000 certified.•	

NMEA2000 Fuel Tank Level Sender

Body Size
63mm Dia x 19mm 
High

Probe Length
500, 1000, 1500 & 
2000mm

Weight Approx 450g
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3350-FTC Fuel Transfer Controller

The 3350-FTC Fuel Transfer Controller 
displays the level of the “Day” tank.
And controls the fuel transfer from the 
Main tank to the Day tank (Manually or 
Automatically within given pre-set levels 
- with an Auto stop at 95%) Fitted with 
a 10 amp relay to control the transfer 
pump, It has a red LED lamp that flashes 
when the transfer is in progress and a 
blue LED “Receiving Tank Level” display.
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Chart Features for: HGP-430, HGP-800f, HGP-4800f, HGP-2800 & HGP-660

Display Mode North Up / Course up / Heads Up / True Motion

AIS Display of AIS - Class A and Class B Compliant

Waypoints 5000 5000 Points

Event Mark 10,000 Points, total of 16 colours

16 icons with names (8 Alphanumeric)

Track Point 50,000 Points

Route 100 Routes 20waypoints per route

Draw Points 1000 Points

Area Names 1000 Points

Map Scale 0.05nm to 500nm / 270 datums built in.

Chart Data Built in Charts for Sing, Thai, Malaysia, Indo

Chart Data C-Map MAX Capable, HY Chart (XD Card)

Alarms Arrival, Anchor, Off Course, Interval Timer

Zoom High Speed Chart Zoom In - Zoom Out

Input/Output NMEA 0183

Voltage 12v-36v
 

Oceantalk HGP-430 ChartPlotter
4.3 inch color TFT LCD 48X720 pixels,  
Display Brightness 350cd/m² Compact and  
Accurate, ideal as a backup GPS or AIS. 

Oceantalk HGP-800f Chartplotter/ 
Fishfinder.
8” Colour TFT LCD - 640x480 pixels,  
400cd/m², Mid Sized Combo Unit -  
Splitscreens between Fishfinder and  
Chart Plotter. Bracket or Flush Mount. 

GPS ChartPlotter/Fishfinder 
Oceantalk proudly presents a range of incredible value, high range, multi-functioned Chart Plotters 
and ChartPlotter/Fishfinders. There are five models in this exciting new range. All Feature C-Map 
Max capability.  

Oceantalk HGP-2800 BlackBox
Remote Black-Box Chartplotter unit outputs Video to any third  
party monitor or display. (Monitor not included).

HGP-660 Chartplotter/Fishfinder
The Range includes:

Oceantalk HGP 430-ChartPlotter
Oceantalk HGP-800f-Chartplotter/Fishfinder 

Oceantalk HGP-4800f-ChartPlotter/Fishfinder
Oceantalk HGP-2800-BlackBox ChartPlotter

HGP-660 Chartplotter/Fishfinder
Oceantalk decided we could build a better product and give  
it to you for less. 

The HGP-660 is a full function (C-Map MAX) Chart-Plotter. 
Complete with AIS capability (suits COMAR AIS Receivers) - an 
excellent small boat single station solution or a dependable free 
standing independent Back-up AIS - Chartplotter. Also available  
is black box fishfinder plug in module - Converts to Fishfinder.

Also available is a black box fishfinder plug in module - Converts to Fishfinder.

The AlumaDucer™ is the world’s only  fish finder transducer 
designed to transmit through Aluminium with ZERO signal loss.  
It is Sensitive, Reliable and comes complete with an Acoustically 
Conductive Epoxy ready for user installation. This is a first for  
the aluminium boat owner not wanting to drill holes or mount on  
the transom.
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Power Towers
In Composite or Stainless (150mm and 350mm) and  
Alloy (125mm or 250mm ). Universal fit or Pre-drilled for  
Manufacturers Radars.

 
Mast Mounts 
Mast platform mounting solutions for all the latest Radar 
antennas. Easy and quick to install via four swivel feet. 
Waterproof cable gland included, durable gloss white powder-
coated finish. Guard Rings for Radomes are also available

 
Pole Mounting Solutions
SC100 Pole mounts offer complete versatility, and install on 
a universal 80mm base to allow mounting in any position and 
on any angle.  Braced by universal struts this pole mount will 
suit Radar, Sat TV or other deck hardware and removes easily 
when not required.

Installation solutions for Marine Electronics 
Scanstrut is an international market leader in the design and manufacture of installation solutions 
for marine electronics. 
 
A comprehensive range of off-the-shelf installation solutions for every brand of marine electronics. From mounting a radar on your yacht 
to a satcom antenna on your powerboat, we have a choice of solutions that ensure a quick, easy and great looking installation. Scanstrut 
products are fully endorsed and recommended by all leading marine electronics manufacturers.

Dual Power Towers 
Combine Satellite TV Antenna and Radar Antenna on the one low 
impact footprint. Coated alloy, suits most common Radar/Sat Tv 
manufacturers - Open array  (up to 4’ ) or Radome Radar Antenna.
 

 
Self Leveling Mast and Backstay Mounts
Keeps the Radar level and true to the horizon regardless of the  
angle of heel. Full hydraulic damping and perfect for long coastal 
cruising. Versions available, Mounting Fore of Backstay or Aft of 
backstay and for Mast mount.

 
Scanstrut  Accessories 
Scanstrut Mounting accessories ensure a great look and offer 
simplification of many vessel mounting options. Pre-machined  
Port and Starboard GPS and Light Bars. Universal angled  
wedges for leveling the horizon, Cable Conduit, even a Lifting  
Crane, Scanstrut makes installations complete.



 

 

Wireless Instruments

Performance Yachting

Bow and Stern Thrusters

Mobile Marine and Sat.TV 

GPS Chartplotters /Fishfinders

Tank Management Systems

Mounting Hardware

Thermal Imaging

Nav. Software

AIS Systems

Oceantalk is proud to distribute brands and equipment of the highest quality with 
full support and warranty in the region.

Call 1800 029 948 (Australia Free Call) or log on to www.oceantalk.com for 
the most up to date product info and competent advice from factory trained 
personnel and technicians.

Distributors:

Oceantalk 
Email: sales@oceantalk.com.au

36/176 South Creek Road, Dee Why
Sydney NSW 2099 Australia

PO BOX 5001, Wheeler Heights
Sydney NSW 2097 Australia

Telephone: (02) 9981 9500
Facsimile: (02) 9981 9555

Oceantalk 
Email: sales@oceantalk.com.sg

1 Rochor Canal Road
#02-42 Sim Lim Square
Singapore 188504 

Telephone: (+65) 6270 8105 
Facsimile: (+65) 6270 5105

Oceantalk Singapore


